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Everyone Talks About Our Problems
Now  Let’s Do Something About Them

First let us list the major problems we have and then I will propose some solutions.  It is 
time to act. WE ARE AT WAR!  So, we need to identify the enemy.  The enemy has swarmed 
through our gates and in some cases, it may already be too late to turn the danger back. 
However,we, in NORAM may still be able to turn back the black tide.  It will take work.  It will 
take lots of money.  And it will take many of us to effect the solutions.  If you care for your 
children’s future, and the future of your grandchildren, it is imperative that you ACT NOW.  We 
can no longer pussy foot around this.  They are vaporizing entire neighborhoods.  They are 
invading our nations with pre Medieval savages intent upon the mass torture and murder of 
unbelievers in Allah and Islamic psychopathy.  They are the Jews who are doing all of this 
because ultimately THEY ARE THE ENEMY of everything that is good, true, and beautiful.  Jews 
are the enemy and they hold the keys to the weapons lockers.  They invented the atomic bomb 
and dropped two of them on civilians and destroyed billions of dollars worth of infrastructure and 
private property.  Jews control most of the money which circulates around this planet.  Indeed, 
Jews control your government.

They shoot children in paddocks.  We know who is behind the mass murder in Las Vegas.  
One does not have to look too deeply for that since LV is a Jewish Satanic playground where lots of 
people lose their shirts and end up desperate.  Some commit suicide.  Others disappear into the 
desert.  

I am of the opinion that they also are responsible for the nuclear disaster in Fukushima.  I 
tend to believe Jim Stone’s analysis of this problem.  He claims that Israeli IT security specialists 
compromised the computer systems at the Daiichi nuclear facility with the Stuxnet virus.  Now, 
the Pacific Ocean is dying, insects have almost disappeared in the Northern Hemisphere, trees 
and plants are dying and cancer rates are going through the roof.  Also, take note of another 
nuclear problem at the behest of the Jews.  Are you familiar with the Samson Option?  Apparently 
all Israeli embassies have a nuclear device in them to be detonated if an attempt is made to rid 
the planet of that shitty little farm in the Middle East; a fortress protecting Jewish criminals.  
Does that not clearly indicate how totally psychotic they are?

Jews want a Third World War and are pushing, pushing, pushing everywhere they can to 
effect that horror upon the world.  NATO psychos are pushing at Russia’s borders.  They are 
pushing in Syria; those nefarious Jews.  Some of them dress up like Islamic terrorists and call 
themselves, ISIS.  Now, they have their adolescent billionaire in the White House deluded into 
thinking a nuclear aircraft carrier scares North Korea. The USS Ronald Reagan just docked in 
Busan, SK.  Sputnik published a photo of that huge ‘tin can’ with its display of winged inventory 
on deck, as if that will intimidate Kim Jong Un and his generals.  One Sunburst cruise missile will 
blow that thing to kingdom come because those high tech weapons fly just above the water line, 
are almost non detectable by radar and go straight for the nuclear core of the reactor.  One bomb 
and all that military hardware sinks into the tossing waves.  Without the ship, if there are any 
planes which have been deployed, they may have no place to land when they run out of fuel.  If 
you have relatives on that aircraft carrier, or any other naval device in SK or headed there, I 
would be very concerned for their welfare.  Of course, the loss of all of that expensive steel and 
those thousands of sailors is but another bloody sacrifice for the Jews; their king, Rothschild, will 
make a whole lot of money from all of it.  Perhaps he will add another trillion to his pile.  Walt 
Disney modeled Scrooge McDuck after that Judaic Creature in the City of London.  The Simpson’s, 
that wonderful destroyer of values and respect; which hides its malfeasance so well in its 
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productions depicts Rothschild as Mister Brown; the owner of the nuclear plant which employs the 
simpleton known as Homer Simpson; a parody of White Joe Sixpack.  Millions of children and 
adults absolutely love The Simpsons.  Lots of boys become brats as a result because they admire 
Bart.  What kind of name is that, anyway?  Bart.  Who names their son, Bart?  

It is time to throw your Tell Lie Visions into a dust bin.  It is time to stop letting Jews 
program you with their entertainment.  Show your children episodes of, Davey and Goliath and let 
some good Christian Values fill their minds and lead them towards goodness and grace.  Recognize 
the Tell Lie Vision for what it is.  It is the Jews best programming tool.  You are being lied to every 
day by the creatures whom the Jewish broadcasters put in front of you to tell you ‘all the news 
you need to know.’  They don’t tell you the stuff you should know.

The Public Fool System is full of Jews and using the Mind Fuck curricula designed and 
published by them, they lie and indoctrinate Gentile Children to become subservient slaves of a 
government they control.  The Public Fool System turns out drones who do not question the 
horrendous tax burdens they must carry and continue to be cheerleaders for a failed political 
system called Democracy; a top down tyranny of the masses; who you now recognize for the 
indoctrinated sheeple they are.  Not due to any fault of their own.  Their brains were turned to 
mush with poisons right from conception to birth.  Then most people are bombarded with 
disinformation and have not a clue about their history and that of the nation in which they live.  
They become easily manipulated slaves of the system and sink deeper and deeper in debt to the 
Jew owned banks, insurance companies, communications corporations, and greedy landlords.  
Many sink so deep now that the reptilian landlords have no compunction about evicting the 
hapless victims of the Jewish scam called International Banking.  Many commit suicide and that 
plays just as well into Jewish hands since they own many funeral parlor franchises and make a 
bundle off everything including the highly over priced boxes the embalmed cadavers are sent off 
in. 

The very best ways to defeat the enemy of All Life on Earth is to expose them wherever 
you find them.  Stop buying from them.  Boycott their stores.  Figure out ways to not use their 
services in anyway possible.  Learn to recognize their little marks on cans of food and other 
groceries.  Look for a little K or U in a circle.  When that is on a product it means you are paying 
an extra tax to the Jews.  Stop your criminal, Jew infected governments from sending your money 
to Israel.  Israel is not a legitimate country but a stolen piece of land where ethnic cleansing of the 
indigenous population is government policy.  Recognize Israel for what it is.  It is a fort where 
criminals reside and can take refuge from justice.  Jews are admonished to commit their foul 
deeds away from where they live.  Hence, they go to Jew Yohk, for example and plant bombs in 
buildings.  If caught, since the government of the place they planted the bombs is infected with 
members of their tribe, they are easily shipped back to Israel and disappear behind their, 
‘security fence.’  If you have ever seen that ‘fence’ you will wonder what a wall must look like over 
there.

If you are a Christian and supposedly a follower of Jesus of Nazareth, then you must 
throw away your Scofield Bible and stop calling Jews the Children of God. They are NOT the 
Children of Our Father in Heaven, but indeed are the Sons of Satan and the Children of Lucifer.  
Their temple is the Synagogue of Satan.  Jesus of Nazareth was no fan of those Pharisees and 
Sadducees.  Those serpents were not called Jews back then.  It was not until about the 17th 
Century when all of those nefarious, scheming tribes were collectively labeled as Jews.  They were 
collectively referred to as Judaics before then.  Talmudists, is another noun which was applied to 
those diabolical spawn of the King of Liars.  So, in order to be a better follower of Christ, you have 
to bring Our Enemy out in the open and expose them in the Light of Truth.  Expose them and bring 
them out of the shadows.  As you have noted, the work is beginning in earnest.  Now if everyone 
can just be brave for a few years and begin the nasty business of rounding them all up and 
sending them all packing off to an island in the middle of the sea; along with their Muslim war dogs.  
Madagascar could hold them all.  Perhaps South Georgia Island is another good location.  Until that happens, 
nothing will get better and we may very well see World War Three.   
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